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ABA and vLex join to offer ABA Antitrust Law Section content on the award-winning vLex platform
ABA and vLex join to offer ABA Antitrust Law Section content on the award-winning vLex platform
Miami, United States. March 29, 2023. — The American Bar Association and vLex today announced that they have partnered to offer access to a…


Millie HornbyMar 29, 2023




International Law and Technology Writing Competition Shortlist 2023
International Law and Technology Writing Competition Shortlist 2023
For the sixth consecutive year, the vLex International Law and Technology Writing Competition has attracted the attention of students…


Millie HornbyFeb 16, 2023




vLex named “Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year” in 2022 LegalTech Breakthrough…
vLex named “Overall Legal Research Solution Provider of the Year” in 2022 LegalTech Breakthrough…
The LegalTech Breakthrough Awards Program has today announced that vLex has been selected as the 2022 winner of the “Overall Legal Research…


Millie HornbyNov 15, 2022




vLex announces return of international writing competition
vLex announces return of international writing competition
Award-winning legal research and technology platform, vLex, opens its annual student writing competition and announces prizes ranging from…


Millie HornbyOct 19, 2022




vLex and Free Law Project collaborate to support greater access to justice in the United States
vLex and Free Law Project collaborate to support greater access to justice in the United States
A new joint project has been announced to help promote access to justice in the United States by creating the first fully comprehensive…


Millie HornbySep 11, 2022




Oakley invests in global legal information platform, vLex
Oakley invests in global legal information platform, vLex
vLex, an award-winning online subscription platform offering easy access to the largest collection of legal information on a single…


Millie HornbySep 5, 2022




Masoud Gerami, Managing Director of vLex Global Markets, wins Lifetime Contributor award at the…
Masoud Gerami, Managing Director of vLex Global Markets, wins Lifetime Contributor award at the…
London, United Kingdom. — On Friday the 29th of April, vLex attended the Legal Innovation Awards at the Hilton, London Bankside. Masoud…


Millie HornbyMay 30, 2022
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